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In this study we investigated how variables in the aviation domain impact 
adherence levels of aircraft flying area navigation arrivals with optimized profile 
descents (RNAV OPDs). Variables categories were: weather, aircraft, procedure, 
and traffic. Non-adherence events analyzed were: miss above, miss below, skip 
before merge, and skip after merge. Miss below and miss above describe when a 
flight does not comply vertically with a procedure. Skips refer to a flight leaving a 
procedure, then returning. Findings of this work reveal that vertical events are most 
impacted by altitude restriction size, steepness of flight paths, and merging routes. 
Lateral events were impacted by merging flight conflicts, number of speed 
restrictions, and the flow rate of the arrival traffic. This study helps increase 
understanding of how the system is functioning and identifies where procedures 
are not flexible enough to handle the variability in normal operations. major 
airports, procedure design, and recommendations for future work. 
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